The hydrophobic surface state of talc as influenced by aluminum substitution in the tetrahedral layer.
Talc is both an important industrial mineral product recovered by flotation, and also in other cases, a gangue mineral of concern in the flotation of certain sulfide ores, such as the PGM ores from South Africa and from the United States. The talc face surface is naturally hydrophobic with a water sessile drop contact angle of nearly 80°, which accounts for its flotation recovery in one case, and its contamination of sulfide mineral concentrates in other instances. Due to the presence of impurities in the talc structure the surface properties change. One such effect is the presence of aluminum, which can replace silicon in the silica tetrahedral layer of the talc structure. This results in a charge imbalance on the face surface because Si+4 is replaced by Al+3. Sessile drop contact angle and bubble attachment time measurements were made, and these results were compared to the results from molecular dynamics simulations (MDS). The extent of aluminum substitution in the silica tetrahedral layer was considered, and the sessile drop contact angle was found to decrease with increased aluminum content, decreasing from about 80° for no substitution (talc) to 0° for extensive substitution (phlogopite). The water film was found to be stable at the surface of highly aluminum substituted crystals due to the interaction between water molecules and the increased polarity of the surface state. This stable water film restricts the air bubble from attaching to such face surfaces. However, in the absence of aluminum substitution, no interactions between the water molecules and the face surface were observed and the air bubble readily attached to the face surface. This study provides additional understanding of how aluminum substitution in the tetrahedral layer affects the fundamental surface properties of talc, paving the way for the design of improved reagents for talc flotation as an industrial mineral product, and for talc depression in the recovery of sulfide mineral concentrates.